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J tone What had I to do with it l It was according to
to the law The Count continues He ex¬

1hibited the same tranquility and absence of remorse with
to the martial horrors in which he had taken part

and ofwhIch he had beheld both in Turkey and in
Poland Ho told of murderedchildren of the death of

slaughterwithbayonets
tree for protection And when I asked him whether
these deeds did not trouble his conscience he again failed
utterly to comprehend me This was done in war ac¬thingswere
benevolent and which redeemed his sins Here we have
the humanizing influence of religion It reduces man to
a slave a tool in the hands of a stronger intellect by de¬

stroying all sense of personal responsibility the last ts
tige of the natural instinct of sympathy He does not

1 feel as a member of the human society whoso interest ia

obeysimplicitly
punishment and hope of reward

Count Tolstoi is a Christian and sums up his creed in
the following Gods to God Caesars to Caesar if my1money is necessary to Caesar take it my house my labors
take them my wife my children my life take them all
this is not Gods But if it is necessary to Caesar to raise
the cudgel on the back of my neighbor this is Gods
All of which maudlin sentiments show that Tolstoi is one
of those goodhearted weakminded souls whose slavishupholdhe thinks it is enough to remain passive and refuse to stril
a blow upon his fellowman he is deceived i he himself
has pictured the man the Christian soldier who will do it
insteadand his own sacrifice will bo of no avail for the
sake of humapity Men of such bland and timid dispf d
tions as this good Samaritan would never have delivereddesPotsNotand even wife and children to the Caesars have furthered
the cause of Humanity but those who fought and destroyedindefensethis affected magnanimity flows from the impure source of
vanity andcowardice

Some people whose pedigree probably dates back to
Baalams companion claim that wars are necessary to check

remedyisnooessary
after they are corn f This woum DO mucn cheaper acid
less cruel than the subsequent killing and mutilating in
battle But isnt there a far simpler remedy to prevent
overpopulation i
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welfare but if mistrust the result of narrow selfishness or
religious superstition prevents them from making a com ¬

mon cause he rules over one individual only at the time
If we examine the social factors producing a revolution
wo find the majority of the people indifferent a small
number has a definite idea of what they really want and
the rest has no other object but revenge pillage and de
structipn ITo revolution has ever effected a permanent
change of the social order by its temporary overthrow be ¬

cause the laws of society cannot be changed although it
may abolish certain obnoxious unjust privileges and dis-
criminations

¬

in favor of certain persons andclassesproportions 0H

not permitted them to do so A whole nation can andwill
never act as an intelligent entity An anecdote of Fred ¬

crick the Great illustrates the relation between one master
and a thousand slaves Once the king held a review over
his army commanding in person An old Jew was watch ¬

ing near by and every time the tall grenadiers moved like
one man at the kings command a smile stole over his face
The king noticing it rode up to him and asked for the
cause of his hilarity The Jew hesitated but being
assured immunity for what he might say at last repliedanylonger

Since we cannot perceive much progress in regard to the
relations of the Christian nations which contrary to their
avowed doctrine of love are as hostile today as a hundred
years ago wo must endeavor to define in what the progress
of this century really consists which we can accomplish
only by comparing the conditions in which the people lived
say a hundred years ago with their present state The
entire progress may be expressed in a few words Increase
in number and value of individual existence

The first postulate refers to increased means of subsist ¬

ence and improved hygienic conditions the second to the
spreading of a rational egoism the replacement of the false
doctrines of religion by a better understanding of nature

The extensive use made of the natural forces steam and
electricity in particular has increased the productiveness I

of labor and furnishes the means of subsistence for moro
people than over existed on earth before Through the
improved mechanical appliances it has become possible to
make progressive ideas and the teachings of science ac¬

cessible for any one and by our wonderful facilities of
communication people are brought into closer contact and
become better acquainted Religion has no share in this <

purely material progress it has never encouragedor
insisted science

To be continued

Dont make the mistake of confounding ambition with
ability a more longing for the boys for an inherent power
power to win them
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